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Abstract. Duringa southward
orientation
of theinterplanetary
magnetic
field (IMF), patches
are
oftenobservedmovingantisunward
acrossthepolarcap. In saying"patches"
we referto structures
in whichtheF regionelectrondensities
areenhanced
relativeto lowerbackground
levels;we do
notin thispaperconsider
patches
whichareobserved
optically(seeJ. J. Sojkaet al., Ambiguity
in identificiation
of polarcapF regionpatches,
submitted
to theJournalofAtmospheric
and
TerrestrialPhysics,1995). The patches
canbemodeledby a process
whichinvolvesthe
"chopping
up"of thetongueof ionization
(TOI) [Sojkaet al., 1993a].Variousmechanisms
for
chopping
theTOI havebeensuggested;
ourpreferred
methodis to introduce
temporal
changes
in
theconvection
electricfieldpattern.In anycasethepresentstudyis quiteindependent
of any
particular
mechanism,
solongastheTOI is considered
to be thesourceof thepatches.In this
studywe haveusedtheUtahStateUniversityTime-Dependent
Ionospheric
Model(TDIM) to

modeltheTOI forvarious
IMF Byorientations.
In oursimulations
thelocation
of theTOI in the
polarcapismainlydetermined
bytheIMF Bycomponent,
andhence
thepatch
locations
arealso
expected
tobeBydependent.
Thissuggests
thatapolarground-based
instrument
maynotsee
patches
evenwhentheyarepresent
in thepolarionosphere.
Thisisbecause
thetypicalfieldof
viewof a ground-based
instrument,
suchasanall-skycamera,coverslessthan10%of thepolar

region.TheTDIM simulation
results
wereusedtopredict
theBydependence
ofpatches
that
differentground-based
siteswouldobserve.Eureka(Canada)
at themagnetic
poleispredicted
not

toobserve
patches
forsouthward
IMF conditions
if theBycomponent
isstrongly
negative.

Sondrestrom
(Greenland)andNyAlesund(Svalbard),althoughat similarcusplatitudes,areexpected
to seequitedifferentdiurnalresponses
to patches.At Sondrestrom,
patches
areseenat noonin
winter;bothsitesshouldseethemin thepremidnightsector.Thesemodelpredictionsarethe
"groundwork"
for detailedpatchobservation-model
comparisons
at all threesites.
1.

Introduction

Buchau et al. [1983] have shown that polar F region
density structurescome in two main forms, that is, patches
and sun-alignedarcs. The patcheswere found to correlate
with times of strong geomagneticactivity. Today we also
know that the patchesform under southwardinterplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) conditions. Weber et al. [1984]
showedthat the patcheswere transportedinto the polar cap
rather than formed locally by precipitation. Foster and
Doupnik [1984] observedplasma transportinto the cusp
region, through it, and into the polar cap. This transport
of plasma, specifically patches, from the cusp into the
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polar cap was also observed by Weber et al. [1986].
Patcheswere observedto have a strong diurnal modulation
in winter when viewed from Thule in the centerof the polar
cap [Buchau et al., 1985].
These observations show that the patches convect
across the polar cap at the prevailing convection speed.
This convection is predominantly antisunward for
southward

IMF

conditions.

The convection

can be traced

backward, through the cusp, into a dayside region
equatorwardof the auroral ionosphere. Hence the origin of
the patchescould be equatorwardof the cusp region, in the
cuspregion,or a combinationof both. Weberet al. [1984,
1986] had already shown that patches do not originate
insidethe polar cap. Indeed,Tsunoda[1988] synthesizeda
descriptive model of large-scale patches by including a
combination of mechanisms. First, plasma transport
convectshigh-density, solar-producedplasma from lower
latitudes into the cusp. Historically, the feature that
develops in associationwith this transport through the
cuspand acrossthe polar cap is referredto as the "tongueof
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ionization" (TOI). Sato [1959] identified this region of
enhancedpolar cap plasma in maps of ground-based
foF2
and proposed that the "tongue" was caused by solarilluminated plasmadrifting into the polar cap. Becauseof
the offset between the magneticand geographicpoles, this
solar-producedphenomenonhas a strong UT modulation,
and hence in different longitude sectors its intensity is
different. This was modeledby Sojka and Schunk[1982],
observed by de la Beaujardiere et al [1985], and is
consistent with the patch UT modulation observed by
Buchau et al. [1985]. The role of time variations in the
convection electric field as the mechanismthat chops the

TOI into patcheshas been extensivelymodeled[Anderson
et al., 1988; Lockwood and Carlson, 1992, Bowline et al.,

1992, 1993; Sojka et al., 1992, 1993a, b, 1994; Decker et
al., 1994] and has been observedby Rodger et al. [1994]
and Valladares et al. [1994]. This mechanismhas also been
shown to be a primary mechanismfor boundaryblobs (D.
N. Anderson et al., Modeling boundary blobs using time

varying convection,submitledto GeophysicalResearch
Letters, 1995).
Both observationally and theoretically, the polar cap
patch phenomenon is a tantalizing
"weather"
phenomenon. In the applicationscommunity it is also a
noticeablebad weathereffect. The steepdensitygradients
found at the edges of the patcheslead to instabilitiesand
the generation of plasma irregularities at various smallscale sizes. It is these irregularities which lead to severe
problems in applicationsinvolving radio waves traversing
the ionosphere. Finally, it should be noted that most of
the present-day research dealing with polar cap patches
stems from the National Science Foundation Coupling
Energetics and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions
(CEDAR) High-LatitudePlasmaStructure(HLPS) workshop
held at Peaceful Valley, Colorado, in May 1992. At this
meeting, almost all of the mechanismsmentioned in this
introductionwere presentedand discussed.
This studyextendsthe work of Bowlineet al. [ 1993] and
Sojka et al. [1993a, 1994] by presenting the UT and
seasonal dependenceof patches as might be seen via an
observer'slocalized view from a ground stationrather than
the theoretical "global" presentation made in the earlier
two papers. Three stationsare considered:Eureka (Canada),
Sondrestrom(Greenland),and NyAlesund(Svalbard). These
sites have been chosen because of the large amount of
HLPS-type campaigndata acquiredat theselocations. The
authorsare working with the researcherswho acquiredthese
data sets and plan to follow up this theoreticalstudy with
observation-model

2.

studies.

Time-Dependent Ionospheric

Model (TDIM)
The ionospheric model was initially developed as a

midlatitude,
multi-ion(NO*, O•,N•, andO*) modelby

Schunk and Walker [1973]. The time-dependent ion
continuity and momentum equations were solved as a
function of altitude for a corotating plasma flux tube,
includingdiurnal variationsand all relevantE and F region
processes. This model was extended to include highlatitude effects due to convectionelectric fields and particle
precipitationby Schunket al. [1975, 1976]. A simplified
ion energyequationwas also added,which wasbasedon the
assumption that local heating and cooling processes
dominate(valid below 500 km). Flux tubesof plasmawere
followed as they moved in responseto convectionelectric
fields.

A further

extension

of the model

to include

the

minor ions N + and He+, an updatedphotochemicalscheme,
and the mass spectrometer incoherent scatter (MSIS)
atmospheric model is described by Schunk and Raitt
[1980].
The addition of plasma convection and particle
precipitationmodels is describedby Sojka et al. [1981a,
b]. Schunk and Sojka [1982] extended the ionospheric
model

to include

ion thermal

conduction

and diffusion

thermal heat flow. Also, the electron energy equationwas
included by Schunket al. [1986], and consequently,the
electron temperature is now rigorously calculated at all
altitudes. The theoretical development of the TimeDependent Ionospheric Model (TDIM) is described by
Schunk [1988], while comparisonswith observationsare
discussedby Sojka [1989].
In addition to the convectioninput, the TDIM requires
several other inputs. The auroral oval parameters,

specificallythe electronenergy flux and averageenergy,
were obtained from the Hardy et al. [1987] model. The

geomagnetic
activitywassetat Kv = 3.5. The MSlS-86
modelwas usedto representthe neutralatmosphere[Hedin,
1987].

A solar maximum

condition was assumed,

representedby an F•o.? index of 210. These additional
inputswere all kept constantduring the TDIM simulations.

3.

Patch-to-Background Ratio

Our prior patch studies [Sojka et al., 1993a, 1994]
showedthat the F regionpolar cap patcheswere associated
with the tongueof ionization,which was the plasmasource
for the patches. In these studies the chopping of the
tongue into patcheswas due to temporal changesin the
convection electric field; these changes in turn were

associated
with IMF By.variationsand electrodynamic
changesongoing in the cusp region, which is the entry
point of the patchesinto the polar cap. Hence by studying
the enhancementof the plasmadensityin the TOI relative
to the other plasma in the polar cap, referred to as the
background, it is possible to predict the density
enhancementof patchesas a function of UT, season,solar
cycle, etc. In an earlier theoretical study [Bowline et al.,
1993] we chosea dawn-duskstrip acrossthe polar cap as
the regionfrom whichto obtainthe TOI densityandlowest
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backgrounddensity. Hence at each UT and seasonit was
possiblefor the TDIM to predictthe ratio of a patch(TOl)to-backgrounddensity ratio.
Figure 1 shows the result of this analysiscarried out for
the northern hemisphere(color versionsof the figures in
this paper, as well as figures from related papers, can be
accessed

via

the

Internet

at

this

address:

http://sojka.cass.usu.edu/papers/patches/). In the UTseasonalformat the model predicts a well-defined pattern,
which we refer to as a "bull's-eye". Near winter solstice
(days345-365) a well-definedUT variationis apparentwith
a minimum

ratio at about 0800 UT and a maximum

at about

2200 UT. This diurnal (UT) variationchangeswith season,
and by equinox(days 60-80 and 265-285) the winter phase
relationship is almost reversed. Between equinox and
summer,relatively low ratios are expected,sincethe entire
polar region is sunlit and the TOl is not a strongdensity
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minimumdensityregionfor all By conditions.However,
ground-basedobserverswith an all-sky field of view cannot
samplethis entire slice. A typical field of view of a ground
station ranges from 400- to 500-km radius. However, the
polar cap has a diameterof more than 3000 km. Hence it is
unlikely that the global theoretical predictions shown in
Figure I correspondto what a particular ground station
would observe locally.
Figure 2 showsthe different locationsof the TOI for two

extremeIMF Byorientations.
Theleft panelcorresponds
to
By negative("DE" convectionpatternof Heppner and
Maynard[1987]),whiletherightpanelcorresponds
to B.•
positive CBC" convection pattern). In the polar cap noon
sectorthe two TOls are located more than 1000 km apart.
(This can be estimated by using the latitude scale and
roughly assuming that 1 deg corresponds to 100 km.)

Given that a typical station'sfield of view is le•s than

feature.

1000 km in diameter, this implies that a station located

In our earlier study [Bowlineet al., 1993] we showedthat
this bull's-eye pattern is relatively invariant to changesin

undertheBynegative
duskside
TOI wouldnotseetheTOI if
theB.•.werepositiveandviceversa.

IMF B.r Thiswasbecause
ouridealdawn-dusk
polarcap

In the following sectionswe consider several locations
for ground-based observations, and then we show how
sensitively patch observability is affected by the

slice, like a satellite pass, intersected the TOI and the

observer's

location

and restricted

field

of view.

In each

180

case the station'sfield of view is representedby a 13 x 13

160

arrayof pixels;eachpixel corresponds
to a 70 x 70 km•

140

area. At each UT the TDIM follows 169 trajectories(one
per pixel) and producesan N,,F• snapshot.These snapshots
are thenanalyzedto find the maximumandminimumNmF• .
The ratio of the maximum to minimum N,,F• is usedas the
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local patch-to-backgroundratio. This ratio is defined quite
differently from that used to create Figure 1, but it more
realistically simulates an observationalcapability.
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Eureka is an observatory located within I deg of the
magnetic pole in the northern hemisphereat 80øN and
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273øE in the Northwest Territories on Ellesmere Island in
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Canada.
This observatory has several aeronomy
instrumentsthat monitor the polar ionosphere,includinga
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scanning photometer and all-sky camera (D. McEwen,
University of Saskatchewan),a low light level all-sky TV
system (D. Steele, University of Calgary), and a digital
ionosondeCanadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde (CADI)
(J. McDougal, University of Western Ontario). In the
future we are planning to conducta joint observation-model
study of polar ionosphericpatchesas a follow-on to this
theoreticalstudy. The Eureka locationis suchthat its field
of view remainsrelatively fixed in the magneticlocal time
frame, nearly centeredon the magneticpole. This field of

Figure 1. Patch-to-background
NmF• ratio as a function
of UT and season.The ratiois computedasdescribedin the

view, whensuperimposed
on the two IMF By tongues
shownin Figure2, yieldsdifferentresults. For the By.

text.

negative case (left panel) it does not reach the TO1 located
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Figure 2. Snapshotsof simulatedN,,,F•, distributionsat 2100 UT showingthe characteristicsof the

tongue-of-ionization
for IMF (left) B:.negative
and(right)B.vpositiveconditions.
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Figure 4. Eight snapshots
of localizedNmF• distributions
centeredon Sondrestrom
shownin the
magnetic
localtimeframe. Eachsnapshot
is restricted
to an approximate
all-skycamerafieldof view.

Thesimulation
is for IMF B.vnegative
conditions.

in the afternoonsectorpolarcap. In contrast,for By (rightpanel)a bull's-eyesimilarto the FigureI prediction
N,,,F2ratio
positivethe TOl is withinthe field of view. Hencepatches is obtained. The maximumpatch-to-background
exceeds
5.
For
B
v
negative
this
ratio
barely
exceeds
2 and
observed
fromEurekahavea distinct
IMF Bydependence.
patchesare expectedat solstice,diminishing
Figure 3 shows the simulated Eureka patch-to- the strongest

B.vvariesovera wide
background
ratiosfor IMF Bynegative
(left panel)andBy towardequinox.Since,in general,
to seea rangeof
positive(right panel) as a functionof UT and season.As rangeof values,Eurekawouldbe expected
expected,
the two bull's-eyepatterns
are verydifferentboth N,,,F2ratiopatternsthat variesbetweenthe two shownin
in intensityandmorphology.For By positiveconditions Figure3. This is quitedifferentfrom the predictionbased
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sunlit, and hence, as shown in Figure 4, there are large

on an ideal dawn-dusk "satellite" cut across the polar
ionosphereused to generatethe Figure I bull's-eye. In that
scenariothe TOI will always be crossed,hencethat pattern

densities

seen at this time.

Figure 5 shows the simulated UT-seasonal patch-tois applicable
for all Bycases.The restricted
ground-based background N,,F 2 ratios for Sondrestromfor IMF B v
observer's field of view means that patch observation negative (left panel) and By positive (right panel)
analyses
mustbe carriedout in conjunction
with IMF By conditions. As with the Eureka predictions(Figure 3), the
two patternsin Figure 5 are different, and neitheris a very
information, otherwise erroneous conclusions may be
drawn concerningthe presenceor absenceof patches.
obviousbull's-eyepattern. The By positivecase(right
panel) slightly resemblesthe bull's-eye, but the 1200 to
2300 UT period is devoid of any significantly enhanced
5. Simulated Sondrestrom (Greenland)
N,,F•, ratio. This is becausethe stationis on the afternoon
Observations
sidewhile the TOI is on the morningside. For the By

negative case (left panel) the situation is even more
complicated,with the winter solsticeN,,,F•,ratio enhanced
between 2200 UT and 0100 UT. These patterns are
significantly more "noisy" than for Eureka (cf. Figures 3

Unlike Eureka, most other high-latitude polar cap
observatories

are located such that their field of view does

not encompass the magnetic pole. These stations also
move in local time in sucha way that the field of view does
not encompassthe dawn-dusk slice acrossthe polar cap.
Sondrestrom is such a station, located at 67øN 309øE in
Greenland. Assumingthe same 13 x 13 pixel field of view
centered on Sondrestrom, Figure 4 shows the N,,,F•,
snapshotat eight equally spacedUTs during a day. These
snapshotsform a mosaic image of how the TOI would be
observed

from

and 5). This results becausethe Sondrestromstation moves

extensivelyin the magneticlocal time frame, and henceit
samplesregionsof different backgroundN,,,F•,(see Figure
4). In particular,it only spendsa small amountof time on
the dawn-dusk meridian. This is in sharp contrastto the
case for Eureka (Figure 3) or the hypotheticalsatelliteused
to generateFigure 1.

Sondrestrom.

Figure 4 was simulatedby the TDIM usingthe HeppnerMaynard "A" convectionpattern. This patterncorresponds

6.

to southward
IMF andByonly slightlynegative.At 0000

Observations

UT, Sondrestromis in the late evening local time sector
and seesthe TO1. However, for the ensuing12 hoursit is in
the morning sector and does not see the TOl. Even for the

IMF By positivecase(Figure2, rightpanel)it wouldnot
see the TOI during this time interval, becausethe TOI is
absent or weak at these UTs.

Sondrestrom

is at local noon

at 1500 UT, a time when the polar ionosphereis most

IMF By Negative

Sondrestrom

Simulated NyA!esund (Svalbard)

NyAlesundis locatedat 79øN, 12øEon SvalbardIsland.
Its magneticlatitude (dipole), 75ø, is almost the same as
that of Sondrestrom,77ø. However, NyAlesund is about
70ø eastof Sondrestrom.This longitudinaldifferenceleads
to a significantdifference in the UT dependenceat the two
stations. Figure 6 shows the model N,,F•, snapshotsfor
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Figure 5. Sondrestrom's
local patch-to-background
NmF• ratiosas a functionof UT and seasonfor IMF

(left)Bynegativeand(right)Bypositive.
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Figure 6. Eightsnapshots
of localizedN,. 2 distributions
centeredon NyAlesundshownin the
magnetic
localtimeframe.Eachsnapshot
is restricted
to anapproximate
all-skycamera
fieldof view.
Thesimulation
is for IMF Bynegative
conditions.

aredueto theUT effect,caused
by theoffset
NyAlesund
for theidenticalsimulation
conditions
usedin NyAlesund
between
the
magnetic
and
geographic
poles,
whichhas
Figure4. At 0000UT, NyAlesund
is located
in themorning
simulated
usingtheTDIM. Indeed,this
sector,in contrastto Sondrestrom
which was in the late beenextensively
UT effect(Figures
4 and6) hasalready
been
eveningsector. The local noonNmF• snapshots
for predicted
qualitatively
presented
[Sojka
et
ai.,
1993b].
In
that
NyAlesund,
at 0600and0900UT, aredevoidof enhanced
presentation,
digital
ionosonde
data
•from
E.
Weber,
plasma.Thisis dramatically
differentfromSondrestrom
(Figure4 at 1500UT), whereveryhighNmF• valuesare Phillips Laboratory) for 5 days at Sondrestromand
present.Theselargedifferences
between
Sondrestrom
and NyAlesund were comparedwith the TDIM. The
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Figure 7. NyAlesund'slocal patch-to-background
NmF2 ratiosas a functionof UT and seasonfor IMF

(left)Bynegative
and(right)Bypositive.

presentationshowed that the noon-midnightNmF2 values
predicted in Figures 4 and 6 were observed. These
observationsfor a more extensive period at both stations
are being collectedfor a future patchstudywith E. Weber.
The effect of the NyAlesund UT dependenceon the UTseasonal patch-to-background N,,,F2 ratio is shown in

orientation. Indeed, the Eureka patch observationsdo not
appear to show a UT dependenceat winter solstice (D.
McEwen, private communication,1994); this is consistent
with the model simulationsshownin Figure 3 in which the

morphology
dependsheavilyon the IMF B.vconditions.
Hence extensive IMF data along with patch observations

Figure7. NeitherIMF Bycaseshowsa significant
bull's- will be neededto testthe predictionsin Figure 3. Work has
eye pattern, although one could guess that both casesdo
show a hint of the pattern. This is somewhatdifferent from
Sondrestromand Eureka, where neither stationshowedany

begunto carry out sucha study.
The advantage of having data from multiple sites is
especially clear when IMF data is lacking; if the

hintof a bull's-eye
patternfor IMF By negative.The two

orientation
of By is notknown,thenno prediction
canbe

made as to which side of the polar cap is most likely to
contain patches. Thus the failure of a given station to
(Figure5) butnotfor Eureka(Figure3). In theB.•.positive observepatchesdoes not mean that no patchesare present
case (Figure 7, right panel) the pattern is broken between in the polar cap; another station at a different longitude
1200 and 1700 UT. This is the time when the station is in
might observepatchesat that time.
Figure 8 showsthe patch-to-background
N,,,F: ratio after
the afternoon sector in a location that completely misses
combining in equal weightingthe four simulateddata sets:
theBypositiveTO1.

NyAlesund patterns in Figure 7 are both rather noisy or

variable, which is similar to that found for Sondrestrom

7.

Discussion

Sondrestrom
B.vnegative
(Figure5, left panel),By.positive
(Figure5, rightpanel),NyAlesund
B.•.negative(Figure7,
left panel),andB.•.positive(Figure7, rightpanel). This

The TDIM simulations of local patch-to-background
NmF2 ratios for different sites (Figures 3, 5, and 7) show
patterns that are not as simple as the global theoretical
bull's-eyeof Figure 1. A particularground-basedsite will
be able to observe only a portion of the complete UTseasonalmorphology. In addition to this, on any given

pattern is similar to the theoretical bull's-eye shown in
Figure 1. In fact, by combining enough stations it is
expectedthat the gaps still presentin the Figure 8 pattern
will be filled in and the Figure I bull's-eyewill be obtained.
Hence although each station seesonly a small part of the
UT-seasonal morphologyassociatedwith the TOI patch
source, the subsets do combine to produce the whole

day, patchobservations
will be sensitiveto the IMF By

pattern.
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study is not dependentupon any particular mechanismfor
fragmentingthe TOI into patches. The resultsof this study

180

160

are:

140

1. The global patch UT-seasonalmorphologypredicted
by Sojka et al. [ 1994] is not usually observed within the
restrictedfield of view of a singlegroundstation.
2. Becausethe field of view of a single ground station
doesnot, in general,see the TOl at all UTs, there are times
when ground stations would not see patches even when
they are presentin the polar cap.

120
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365

3. The location
of theTO! is controlled
by theIMF By,

345

and hence it can move into and out of the field of view of a

325

singlegroundobserver
asByvaries.

305

4. The theoreticalbull's-eye of patch occurrencecan be
reconstructedfrom patch observationsat multiple sites,
and if an adequate longitudinal distribution of sites is
available, the resulting bull's-eye pattern will be

285

265
245

independent
of theIMF B.•,component.

225
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185
0000
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1200

1800

2400

UT

Ideally, one would desiredata from severalstationswell
dispersedin longitude;however, it can be seenfrom Figure
8 that the inclusion of (simulated) data from just two
stations, separated by only about 70 deg of longitude,
already recovers a significant amount of detail from the
total UT-seasonalmorphologythat was displayedin Figure
1.

I

2

3

4

5

Patch-to-Background Ratio

This study has laid the framework for observation-model
comparisonsof plasmapatches. In the absenceof IMF data
it will

be difficult

to make one-to-one

observation-model

comparisons
because
of the strongIMF B.vcontrolof the
Figure 8. Patch-to-background
NmF2 ratios as a function

of UT and seasonfor combinedconditionsof IMF Bv
positiveand negativeand the combinedfieldsof view o'f
Sondrestromand NyAlesund.

We are currently collecting HLPS data sets both from
CEDAR and from internationalobservationcampaignsto
verify thesepredictions.Already it hasbeenfoundthat the
intensity of polar cap scintillations correlates with the
general bull's-eye pattern shown in Figure I [Basu et al.,
1995]. In this latter study, no IMF selectionwas carried
out. The expectation was that the scintillations are
primarily associatedwith southward IMF conditions and
that they are producedat the "trailing" edgesof the polar
cap patches. Hence combiningall IMF data shouldresultin
a morphology that closely resemblesthat of the patches.
This was in fact the initial finding.

8.

Conclusion

We have attempted to cast theoreticalpatch predictions
[Sojka et al., 1993a, 1994] in a form applicableto groundbased observationalsites. We assumethat the plasma
source for patches is the tongue of ionization, but this

polar ionosphere(i.e., see Figure 3 for Eureka).
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